NEW ACQUISITIONS:
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Anthropology

**Full Catalog Record. GN33 .E76 2008eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Ethnographica moralia experiments in interpretive anthropology.
SOCIAL SCIENCE / ANTHROPOLOGY / CULTURAL BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. GN307.7 .D65 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Doing autoethnography.
Rotterdam : Sense Publishers, [2017].
ETHNOLOGY -- AUTHORSHIP. FAST (OCLC)FST00916109.

**Full Catalog Record. GN365.9eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Sociobiology vs socioecology.
SOCIOBIOLOGY. FAST (OCLC)FST01123838.

**Full Catalog Record. GN476.7 .E35 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Indigenous environmental knowledge reappraisal.
Cham : Springer, c2017.
TRADITIONAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE. FAST (OCLC)FST01153965.

**Full Catalog Record. GN855.S68 B45 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
First islanders : prehistory and human migration in Island Southeast Asia.
SOUTHEAST ASIA. FAST (OCLC)FST01240499.

**Full Catalog Record. GT3085eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Lying in early modern English culture : from the Oath of supremacy to the Oath of allegiance.
ENGLAND. FAST (OCLC)FST01219920.

**Full Catalog Record. GT3283.A2 C52 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Death rituals and politics in Northern Song China.
CHINA. FAST (OCLC)FST01206073.

Art & Architecture

A magnificent faith : art and identity in Lutheran Germany.
GERMANY. FAST (OCLC)FST01210272.

**Full Catalog Record. N8600eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The global contemporary art world : a rough guide.
ASIA. FAST (OCLC)FST01240495.

**Full Catalog Record. NA1465eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Architecture in context : designing in the Middle East.
MIDDLE EAST. FAST (OCLC)FST01241586.
Leading collaborative architectural practice.
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY. FAST (OCOLC)FST00875964.

Full Catalog Record. **NA1996eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The architecture student's handbook of professional practice.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

Full Catalog Record. **NA2545.P5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
ADA in details : interpreting the 2010 Americans with Disabilities Act Standards for Accessible Design.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

Full Catalog Record. **NA2728eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Mastering Autodesk Revit 2017.
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING -- COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN. FAST (OCOLC)FST00813232.

Colonialism in modern America : the Appalachian case.
[Boone, North Carolina] : Appalachian State University, [2017].
APPALACHIAN REGION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01240092.

Full Catalog Record. **NX454.5.M63 H66 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Still modernism : photography, literature, film.
ART / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. **TR256eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
From photon to pixel : the digital camera handbook.
COMPUTERS / DIGITAL MEDIA / PHOTOGRAPHY. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. **TR263.C3eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Canon EOS 77D for dummies.
[Place of publication not identified] : [John Wiley & Sons], [2017].
CANON DIGITAL CAMERAS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01742273.

Full Catalog Record. **TR590eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Light and lighting in people and portrait photography.
Heidelberg : mitp, [2011]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2011.
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY -- LIGHTING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01072262.

Full Catalog Record. **TR660eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The landscape photographer's guide to Photoshop : a visualization-driven workflow.
PHOTOGRAPHY -- DIGITAL TECHNIQUES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01061736.

Full Catalog Record. **TR683 .T45 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Close-up and macro photography : its art and fieldcraft techniques.
MACROPHOTOGRAPHY -- TECHNIQUE.

Full Catalog Record. **TR790eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The travel photo essay : describing a journey through images.
TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01155649.
Asian Studies

Full Catalog Record, BL723eb, Web Accessible Resource.
A handbook to the reception of classical mythology.
RELIGION /ANTIQUITIES & ARCHAEOLOGY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, BL1238.54.R36 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Foundations of yoga psychology.
YOGA -- PSYCHOLOGY. FAST (OCLC)FST01182878.

Unforgetting Chaitanya : Vaishnavism and cultures of devotion in colonial Bengal.
INDIA -- WEST BENGAL. FAST (OCLC)FST01213722.

Full Catalog Record, BL2055.T69 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
New York : Oxford University Press, [2018].
VIETNAM -- CHURCH HISTORY -- 18TH CENTURY.

Full Catalog Record, BO4690.M34 C675 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Anarchy in the pure land : reinventing the cult of Maitreya in modern Chinese Buddhism.
CHINA. FAST (OCLOC)FST01206073.

Meditation, Buddhism, and science.
MINDFULNESS (PSYCHOLOGY) FAST (OCLOC)FST01921242.

Full Catalog Record, DS559.8.M44 M63 2015, 2nd Floor Book Stacks.
Knowing the enemy : naval intelligence in Southeast Asia.
Washington, DC : Department of the Navy, [2015].
VIETNAM WAR, 1961-1975 -- NAVAL OPERATIONS, AMERICAN.

Contemporary Chinese diasporas.
CHINA. FAST (OCLOC)FST01206073.

Full Catalog Record, JQ247eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Internal Security for Civil Services Main Examinations : GS Paper III.
Delhi : Pearson, [2016].
INDIA. FAST (OCLOC)FST01210276.

Full Catalog Record, NA1465eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Architecture in context : designing in the Middle East.

**Full Catalog Record**  PL2257eb. Web Accessible Resource.
A dictionary of Chinese literature.
CHINESE LITERATURE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00857595.

### Biology

**Full Catalog Record**  Q130 .S36 2017eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Women in STEM disciplines: the Yfactor 2016 global report on gender in science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2017].
ORGANIZATION.

**Full Catalog Record**  Q162eb. Web Accessible Resource.
INSTITUTIONAL/EVOLUTIONARY ECONOMICS.

Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2017.
COMPUTER APPL. IN SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES.

**Full Catalog Record**  Q175 .S354 2016eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Scientific composition and metaphysical ground.
PHILOSOPHY / REFERENCE BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record**  Q175 .G584 2017eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The new mechanical philosophy.
SCIENCE -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01108336.

**Full Catalog Record**  Q179.94eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Academic & scientific poster presentation: a modern comprehensive guide.
POPULAR SCIENCE IN MEDICINE AND HEALTH.

Tales of research misconduct: a Lacanian diagnostics of integrity challenges in science novels.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
RESEARCH -- MORAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01095225.

**Full Catalog Record**  Q180.55.M3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Managing scientific information and research data.
SCIENCE -- GENERAL. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record**  Q180.55.S62eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Global mobility of research scientists: the economics of who goes where and why.
SCIENTISTS -- SOCIAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01108931.

**Full Catalog Record**  Q180.55.G7eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Funding atlas 2015: key indicators for publicly funded research in Germany.
GERMANY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01210272.
Smart decisions in complex systems.
SYSTEM THEORY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01141423.

Apache Spark 2.x machine learning cookbook : over 100 recipes to simplify machine learning model implementations with Spark.
machine learning. FAST (OCOLC)FST01004795.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00817247.

Predictive computing and information security.
COMPUTER SECURITY. FAST (OCOLC)FST00872484.

Collective intelligence and digital archives towards knowledge ecosystem.
COMPUTERS / GENERAL BISACSH.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01055266.

COMPUTATIONAL INTELLIGENCE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00871995.

Scalable uncertainty management : 11th International Conference, SUM 2017, Granada, Spain, October 4-6, 2017, Proceedings.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
UNCERTAINTY (INFORMATION THEORY) FAST (OCOLC)FST01160838.

Genetic management of fragmented animal and plant populations.
VARIATION (BIOLOGY) FAST (OCOLC)FST01164189.

Visualising the charge and Cooper-pair density waves in cuprates.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
SPECTROSCOPY AND MICROSCOPY.

Fluorescence microscopy : from principles to biological applications.
FLUORESZENZMIKROSKOPIE GND.

Applied mathematics for the analysis of biomedical data : models, methods, and MATLAB.
The Basic Approach to Age-Structured Population Dynamics Models, Methods and Numerics.
POPULATION -- MATHEMATICAL MODELS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01071501.

Systems biology.
SYSTEMS BIOLOGY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01745552.

Evolutionary Biology: Self/Nonself Evolution, Species and Complex Traits Evolution, Methods and Concepts.
SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / EVOLUTION. BISACSH.

Crumbling genome : the impact of deleterious mutations on humans.
MUTATION (BIOLOGY) FAST (OCOLC)FST01031152.

Genetic data analysis for plant and animal breeding.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer Nature, [2017].
GENETIC PHENOMENA. (DNLM)D055614.

The AGT cytogenetics laboratory manual.
CYTOGENETICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00886262.

Somatic genome variation in animals, plants, and microorganisms.
MODELS, GENETIC.

Gene regulation, epigenetics and hormone signaling.
GENETIC REGULATION. FAST (OCOLC)FST00940086.

Animal models and human reproduction.
REPRODUCTIVE TECHNIQUES.

Periconception in physiology and medicine.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY. (DNLM)D015509.

Dictionary of stem cells, regenerative medicine, and translational medicine.
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE.

Compendium of biophysics.
Molecular data analysis using R.

Biomechanics : optimization, uncertainties and reliability.

Ecoacoustics : the ecological role of sounds.

Deep-sea ecosystems off Mauritania.

Ecology of high altitude waters.

Technology platforms for 3D cell culture : a user's guide.

The biology and therapeutic application of mesenchymal cells.

The biophysics of cell membranes biological consequences.

Molecular basis for mitochondrial signaling.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.

Medicinal and aromatic plants of the world.

Ecology of Central European forests : vegetation ecology of Central Europe.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
EUROPE -- IBERIAN PENINSULA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01919592.


Understanding host-microbiome interactions -- an omics approach omics of host-microbiome association.

Non-ionizing radiation protection : summary of research and policy options.

Evolution, the logic of biology.
Hoboken, New Jersey : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2016].

Flavor, satiety and food intake.

Olives and olive oil as functional foods : bioactivity, chemistry and processing.

Flavor, satiety and food intake.

Evolution, the logic of biology.
Hoboken, New Jersey : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2016].

Biochemical Basis and Therapeutic Implications of Angiogenesis.

The Wiley handbook of evolutionary neuroscience.
Chichester, West Sussex, UK : Wiley Blackwell, [2017].
NEUROSCIENCES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01036509.

Full Catalog Record. QP356.22eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Handbook of neurobehavioral genetics and phenotyping.
NEUROBEHAVIORAL MANIFESTATIONS.

Full Catalog Record. QP376eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Evolution of the brain, cognition, and emotion in vertebrates.
BRAIN. (DNLM)D001921.

Time-dependent measures of perception in sensory evaluation.
SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QP461eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Primate hearing and communication.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
NEUROSCIENCES.

Chemoselective and bioorthogonal ligation reactions : concepts and applications.
BIOCONJUGATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST00831999.

Full Catalog Record. QP517.P76eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Protein carbonylation : principles, analysis, and biological implications.
PROTEIN CARBONYLATION.

Recovering bioactive compounds from agricultural wastes.
BIOACTIVE COMPOUNDS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00831933.

Mass spectrometry and stable isotopes in nutritional and pediatric research.
Hoboken, New Jersey : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
CHILD NUTRITIONAL PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA.

Photoaffinity labeling for structural probing within protein.
PROTEINS -- STRUCTURE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01079759.

Full Catalog Record. QP535.O1eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Reactive oxygen species : signaling between hierarchical levels in plants.
ACTIVE OXYGEN. FAST (OCOLC)FST00796282.

Calcium signaling : from physiology to diseases.
CELLULAR SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION. FAST (OCOLC)FST00850288.

Protein analysis using mass spectrometry : accelerating protein biotherapeutics from lab to patient.
Full Catalog Record, **QP551eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Chemical ligation : tools for biomolecule synthesis and modification.

SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, **QP552.C34eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Transporters as Drug Targets.
DRUG CARRIERS. (DNLM)D004337.

Full Catalog Record, **QP601.3eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Enzyme kinetics : principles and methods.
ENZYME KINETICS. FAST (OCLOC)FST00913601.

Full Catalog Record, **QP601.4eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Enzyme regulation in metabolic pathways.
ENZYMES -- METABOLISM.

Full Catalog Record, **QP609.B46eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Beta-Lactams : Novel Synthetic Pathways and Applications.
BETA-LACTAMASES.

Full Catalog Record, **QP609.P53eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Phosphodiesterases CNS functions and diseases.
PHOSPHODIESTERASES. FAST (OCLOC)FST01061400.

Full Catalog Record, **QP609.P78eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Proteases in physiology and pathology.
PEPTIDE HYDROLASES.

Full Catalog Record, **QP624.75.P74eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Drebrin : from structure and function to physiological and pathological roles.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = \{u00A9\}2017.
SYNAPSES -- METABOLISM. (DNLM)D013569Q000378.

Full Catalog Record, **QP625.N89eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Algorithms for next-generation sequencing data : techniques, approaches, and applications.
Cham : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = \{u00A9\}2017.
SEQUENCE ANALYSIS.

Full Catalog Record, **QP702.G577eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Selective glycosylations : synthetic methods and catalysts.
STEREOELEKTRONISCHER EFFEKT GND.

Full Catalog Record, **QR41.2eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Forensic microbiology.
MICROBIOLOGY. FAST (OCLOC)FST01019576.

Full Catalog Record, **QR51 .A447 2017eeb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Agriculturally important microbes for sustainable agriculture.
SOIL MICROBIOLOGY.

Full Catalog Record, QR51eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Agriculturally important microbes for sustainable agriculture.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

Full Catalog Record, QR51_P76_2017ebe, Web Accessible Resource.
Probiotics in agroecosystem.
Singapore : Springer Nature, [2017].
ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY. (DNLM)D004783.

Full Catalog Record, QR67eb, Web Accessible Resource.
MALDI-TOF and tandem MS for clinical microbiology.
MICROBIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES.

Full Catalog Record, QR82_A69eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Biocommunication of Archaea.
ARCHAEA. (DNLM)D001105.

Full Catalog Record, QR99_63_H3594_2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Handbook of cyanobacterial monitoring and cyanotoxin analysis.
Chichester, West Sussex : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
CYANOBACTERIA.

Full Catalog Record, QR99_63eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Molecular tools for the detection and quantification of toxigenic cyanobacteria.
SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / MICROBIOLOGY. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, QR113eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Rhizobium biology and biotechnology.
Cham : Springer 2017.
RHIZOBIUM.

Full Catalog Record, QR115eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Control of salmonella and other bacterial pathogens in low-moisture foods.
FOOD -- WATER ACTIVITY. FAST (OCLOC)FST00930652.

Full Catalog Record, QR182eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Immune metabolism in health and tumor.
T-LYMPHOCYTES -- METABOLISM. (DNLM)D013601Q000378.

Full Catalog Record, QR183_6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Immunohistochemistry and immunocytochemistry : essential methods.
MEDICAL / INTERNAL MEDICINE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, QR185_2eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Regulation of inflammatory signaling in health and disease.
IMMUNITY, INNATE.

Full Catalog Record, QR201_F62eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Foodborne pathogens and antibiotic resistance.
FOODBORNE DISEASES.

Full Catalog Record, QR351eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Plant-microbe interactions in agro-ecological perspectives.
PLANTS -- MICROBIOLOGY. (DNLM)D010944Q000382.

Full Catalog Record, S494.5.S86 S84 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Sustainability challenges in the agrofood sector.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / INDUSTRIES / GENERAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, S591eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Ground improvement case histories : chemical, electrokinetic, thermal and bioengineering methods.
SOIL SCIENCE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01124601.

Full Catalog Record, SB175 .P498 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Phytonutritional improvement of crops.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / AGRICULTURE / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, SB189 .P775 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Pseudocereals : chemistry and technology.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / AGRICULTURE / AGRONOMY / CROP SCIENCE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, SB191.M5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Millets and sorghum : biology and genetic improvement.
SORGHUM. FAST (OCOLC)FST01126786.

Full Catalog Record, SB191.R5 B76 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Brown rice.
Cham : Springer, c2017.
BROWN RICE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00839723.

Full Catalog Record, SB231eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Sugarcane biotechnology : challenges and prospects.
GENETIC ENGINEERING.

Full Catalog Record, SB298eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Oilseed crops : yield and adaptations under environmental stress.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / AGRICULTURE / AGRONOMY / CROP SCIENCE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, SB379.M2eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Handbook of mango fruit : production, postharvest science, processing technology and nutrition.
MANGO. FAST (OCOLC)FST01007654.

Full Catalog Record, SB409.58 .A73 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Micropropagation of orchids.
NATURE / PLANTS / GENERAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, SB435eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Biology, productivity and bioenergy of timber-yielding plants : an experimental technology.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
Handbook of milk of non-bovine mammals.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / AGRICULTURE / GENERAL BISACSH.

Handbook of drying for dairy products.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / AGRICULTURE / GENERAL BISACSH.

High temperature processing of milk and milk products.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / AGRICULTURE / GENERAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. SF279eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Equine color genetics
PIGMENTATION -- GENETICS.

Full Catalog Record. SF457.1eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Marine ornamental species aquaculture.
ORNAMENTAL FISHES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01048277.

Beekeeping : from science to practice.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer Nature, [2017].
BEE CULTURE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00829545.

Full Catalog Record. SF539eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Bee products : chemical and biological properties.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
COMPLEMENTARY & ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE.

Laser therapy in veterinary medicine : photobiomodulation.
LOW-LEVEL LIGHT THERAPY -- VETERINARY.

Full Catalog Record. SF762eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Guide to ruminant anatomy dissection and clinical aspects.
RUMINANTS -- ANATOMY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01101257.

Necropsy guide for dogs, cats, and small mammals.
CATS.

Full Catalog Record. SF811eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cardiology for veterinary technicians and nurses.
ANIMAL TECHNICIANS.

Full Catalog Record. SF891eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Color atlas of veterinary ophthalmology / Kirk N. Gelatt, Distinguished Professor of Comparative Ophthalmology Emeritus, Department of Small Animal Sciences, College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA and Caryn E. Plummer, Associate Professor of Comparative Ophthalmology and Service Chief, Veterinary Ophthalmology Service, Department of Small Animal Clinical Sciences, College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA.
FOOD -- SAFETY MEASURES. FAST (OCOLC)FST00930602.

**Full Catalog Record. TX546eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Bitterness : perception, chemistry and food processing.
BITTERNESS (TASTE) FAST (OCOLC)FST00833484.

### Black Studies

**Full Catalog Record. DT107.87 .J854 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Contesting the repressive state: why ordinary Egyptians protested during the Arab Spring.
New York, NY, United States of America : Oxford University Press, [2017].
EGYPT. FAST (OCOLC)FST01208755.

**Full Catalog Record. DT107.87 .J854 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Contesting the repressive state: why ordinary Egyptians protested during the Arab Spring.
New York, NY, United States of America : Oxford University Press, [2017].
EGYPT. FAST (OCOLC)FST01208755.

### Business

**Full Catalog Record. HD4904.25eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Comparative perspectives on work-life balance and gender equality : fathers on leave alone.
Switzerland : Springer Open, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
WORK-LIFE BALANCE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01749709.

**Full Catalog Record. HD4904.7 .C67 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The human capital imperative valuing your talent.
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. FAST (OCOLC)FST01058797.

**Full Catalog Record. HD5832.A6eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
International labor mobility to and from Taiwan.
TAIWAN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01207854.

**Full Catalog Record. HD6278.G7eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Graduate work : skills, credentials, careers, and labour markets.
LABOR SUPPLY -- EFFECT OF EDUCATION ON. FAST (OCOLC)FST00990178.

**Full Catalog Record. HD7105.4eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Successful defined contribution investment design : how to align target-date, core, and income strategies to the PRICE of retirement.
RETIREMENT INCOME -- PLANNING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01096356.

**Full Catalog Record. HD7287.8eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
A broom cupboard of one's own.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

**Full Catalog Record. HD7333.A4 G73 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Cycles in the UK housing economy : price and Its relationship with lenders, buyers, consumption and construction.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

**Full Catalog Record. HE347 .P64 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The traffic systems of Pompeii.
ITALY -- POMPEII (EXTINCT CITY) FAST (OCOLC)FST01896973.

Full Catalog Record. HE571 .D93 2016 v.1eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Dynamic shipping and port development in the globalized economy.
SHIPPING. FAST (OCOLC)FST0116352.

The market makers : creating mass markets for consumer durables in inter-war Britain.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

Full Catalog Record. HF1111eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Don't pay for your MBA : the faster, cheaper, better way to get the business education you need.
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION DEGREE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01011565.

Full Catalog Record. HF4999.2-6182eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Public opinion on economic globalization : considering immigration, international trade, and foreign direct investment.
SOCIAL CHOICE/WELFARE ECONOMICS/PUBLIC CHOICE.

Full Catalog Record. HF5381 A44 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Agency at work : an agentic perspective on professional learning and development.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY.

Full Catalog Record. HF5415.13eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Value-ology : Aligning sales and marketing to shape and deliver profitable customer value propositions.
SALES PERSONNEL.

Full Catalog Record. HF5415.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
CRM for dummies.
RELATIONSHIP MARKETING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01093590.

Full Catalog Record. HF5548.2eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
WORKFLOW -- MANAGEMENT. FAST (OCOLC)FST01180406.

Full Catalog Record. HF5548.32eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The definitive guide to shopify themes : master the design skills to build world-class ecommerce sites.
WEB DEVELOPMENT.

Full Catalog Record. HF5548.4.M525eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Expert Office 365 notes from the field.
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.

Full Catalog Record. HF5548.8eb, Web Accessible Resource.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.C154eb. Web Accessible Resource.
C# 7.0 in a nutshell : the definitive reference.
Sebastopol, CA : O'Reilly Media, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
C# (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST (OCOLC)FST00843284.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.J39 H37 2017eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Enhancing Adobe Acrobat DC Forms with Javascript.
WEB DEVELOPMENT.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.P47eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Perl 6 deep dive : data manipulation, concurrency, functional programming, and more.
PROGRAMMIERSPRACHE. (DE-588)4047409-4 GND.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.J38 B842 2014. 4th Floor Book Stacks.
Beginning programming with Java for dummies.
OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.P98eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Python machine learning : machine learning and deep learning with Python, scikit-learn, and TensorFlow.
PYTHON (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST (OCOLC)FST01084736.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.N55eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Nim in action.
WEB APPLICATIONS -- PROGRAMMING.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.W56eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Learning PowerShell DSC : automate deployment and configuration of your servers.
WINDOWS POWERSHELL (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST (OCOLC)FST01745518.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.C153eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Mastering C++ programming : modern C++ at your fingertips.
C++ (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST (OCOLC)FST00843286.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.P224eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Pro functional PHP programming : application development strategies for performance optimization, concurrency, testability, and code brevity.
PHP (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST (OCOLC)FST01049847.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.J39eb. Web Accessible Resource.
RxJS in action.
JAVASCRIPT (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST (OCOLC)FST00982071.

**Full Catalog Record.** QA76.73.R3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Modern R programming cookbook : recipes to simplify your statistical applications.
Building RESTful web services with PHP 7: Lumen, Composer, API testing, microservices, and more.


Functional software size measurement methodology with effort estimation and performance indication.

Cooperative control of multi-agent systems: theory and applications.

Software testing and continuous quality improvement.

iOS 11 programming fundamentals with Swift: Swift, Xcode, and Cocoa basics.


Windows 10 for Enterprise administrators: modern administrators' guide based on Redstone 3 version.
Reviews in computational chemistry.
CHEMISTRY -- MATHEMATICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00853398.

Full Catalog Record, QD49.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Noida, India : Pearson, [2017].
JEE (EDUCATIONAL TEST).

Full Catalog Record, QD75.22eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Limits of detection in chemical analysis.
CHEMISTRY, ANALYTIC. FAST (OCOLC)FST00853459.

The HPLC expert II : find and optimize the benefits of your HPLC/UHPLC.
HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY. FAST (OCOLC)FST00956034.

Full Catalog Record, QD79.C454eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The HPLC-MS handbook for practitioners.
SCIENCE / CHEMISTRY / ANALYTIC. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, QD96.M3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Interpretation of MS-MS mass spectra of drugs and pesticides.
TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01741878.

Full Catalog Record, QD116.I57eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
Hoboken, New Jersey : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
SCIENCE / CHEMISTRY / ANALYTIC. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, QD139.P6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Polymer brush films with varied grafting and cross-linking density via SI-ATRP analysis of the mechanical properties by AFM.
NANOTECHNOLOGY.

Crystal structure, electronic and optical properties of epitaxial alkaline Earth niobate thin films.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
THIN FILMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01150018.

Full Catalog Record, QD262eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Chiral Lewis acids in organic synthesis.
LEWIS ACIDS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00996997.

Preparative chromatography for separation of proteins.
SEPARATION (TECHNOLOGY) FAST (OCOLC)FST01112723.

Full Catalog Record, QD321eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cyclodextrins : properties and applications.
SCIENCE / CHEMISTRY / ORGANIC BISACSH.

NANOCHEMISTRY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01741250.

Sustainable and green electrochemical science and technology.
GREEN ELECTRONICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01747486.

Full Catalog Record. QD553eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Advances in electrochemical science and engineering.
NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01032630.

Physicochemical properties of ionic liquid mixtures.
Dordrecht: Springer, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
SCIENCE / CHEMISTRY / PHYSICAL & THEORETICAL BISACSH.

Electrodeposition from ionic liquids.
IONIC SOLUTIONS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00978618.

Full Catalog Record. QD561eb, Web Accessible Resource.
 Fundamentals of ionic liquids.
IONIC SOLUTIONS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00978618.

Full Catalog Record. QD601.3 .L68 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Modern nuclear chemistry.
SCIENCE / CHEMISTRY / PHYSICAL & THEORETICAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QD716.P45eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Nanocomposites for visible light-induced photocatalysis.
OPTICAL AND ELECTRONIC MATERIALS.

Full Catalog Record. QD939eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Electronic states in crystals of finite size: quantum confinement of Bloch waves.
ACOUSTICS.

Classical & Medieval Studies

Poverty, wealth, and well-being: experiencing penia in democratic Athens.
GREECE -- ATHENS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204474.

A handbook to classical reception in eastern and central Europe.
RUSSIA (FEDERATION) FAST (OCOLC)FST01262050.

Communication

Handbook of the Psychology of Self-Forgiveness. Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2017].


Lean media: how to focus creativity, streamline production, and create media that audiences love. Newton, Massachusetts: i30 Media Corporation, [2017]. IMPRINT = ©2017.


Dramatic Arts


ITALY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204565.

Full Catalog Record, PN1993.5.L3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
A companion to Latin American cinema.
LATIN AMERICA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01245945.

Crowdsourcing for filmmakers : indie film and the power of the crowd.
ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01741311.

Children's Reading of Film and Visual Literacy in the Primary Curriculum A Progression Framework Model.
READING COMPREHENSION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01090771.

Crowd scenes movies and mass politics.
PERFORMING ARTS / FILM & VIDEO / HISTORY & CRITICISM BISACSH.

A companion to Ancient Greece and Rome on screen.
ROME (EMPIRE) FAST (OCOLC)FST01204885.

Real sex films : the new intimacy and risk in cinema.
SEX ROLE IN MOTION PICTURES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01114654.

Full Catalog Record, PN1997eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Alien and philosophy : I infest, therefore I am.
PERFORMING ARTS / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Great adaptations : screenwriting and global storytelling.
MOTION PICTURE PLAYS -- TECHNIQUE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01027223.

A companion to Steven Spielberg.
PERFORMING ARTS / REFERENCE BISACSH.

The Barter Theatre story love made visible.
BARTER THEATRE (ABINGDON, VA.) FAST (OCOLC)FST01727191.

Economics

Full Catalog Record, HB71eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Measuring multidimensional poverty and deprivation : incidence and determinants in developed countries.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
DEVELOPMENT AID.

Full Catalog Record, HD30.23eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Sustainable Supply Chains: a Research-Based Textbook on Operations and Strategy.

Full Catalog Record, HD31eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Reframing organizations: artistry, choice and leadership.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
How to Make Things Happen: a blueprint for applying knowledge, solving problems and designing systems that deliver your service strategy.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Analytics: the agile way.

Full Catalog Record, HD39.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The living supply chain: the evolving imperative of operating in real time.
Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley, [2017].

Full Catalog Record, HD57.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Becoming the expert: enhancing your business reputation through thought leadership marketing.

Full Catalog Record, HD57.7.E47 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Leading professionals: power, politics, and prima donnas.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.8eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The innovative company: an ill-defined object.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.82.46 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
My 10 strategies for integrative coaching: co-constructing the journey from freedom to responsibility.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.82eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Human Agency at Work: An Active Approach Towards Expertise Development.

Full Catalog Record, HD30.23eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Sustainable Supply Chains: a Research-Based Textbook on Operations and Strategy.

Full Catalog Record, HD31eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Reframing organizations: artistry, choice and leadership.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
How to Make Things Happen: a blueprint for applying knowledge, solving problems and designing systems that deliver your service strategy.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Analytics: the agile way.

Full Catalog Record, HD39.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The living supply chain: the evolving imperative of operating in real time.
Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley, [2017].

Full Catalog Record, HD57.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Becoming the expert: enhancing your business reputation through thought leadership marketing.

Full Catalog Record, HD57.7.E47 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Leading professionals: power, politics, and prima donnas.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.8eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The innovative company: an ill-defined object.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.82.46 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
My 10 strategies for integrative coaching: co-constructing the journey from freedom to responsibility.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.82eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Human Agency at Work: An Active Approach Towards Expertise Development.

Full Catalog Record, HD30.23eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Sustainable Supply Chains: a Research-Based Textbook on Operations and Strategy.

Full Catalog Record, HD31eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Reframing organizations: artistry, choice and leadership.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
How to Make Things Happen: a blueprint for applying knowledge, solving problems and designing systems that deliver your service strategy.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Analytics: the agile way.

Full Catalog Record, HD39.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The living supply chain: the evolving imperative of operating in real time.
Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley, [2017].

Full Catalog Record, HD57.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Becoming the expert: enhancing your business reputation through thought leadership marketing.

Full Catalog Record, HD57.7.E47 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Leading professionals: power, politics, and prima donnas.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.8eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The innovative company: an ill-defined object.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.82.46 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
My 10 strategies for integrative coaching: co-constructing the journey from freedom to responsibility.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.82eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Human Agency at Work: An Active Approach Towards Expertise Development.

Full Catalog Record, HD30.23eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Sustainable Supply Chains: a Research-Based Textbook on Operations and Strategy.

Full Catalog Record, HD31eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Reframing organizations: artistry, choice and leadership.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
How to Make Things Happen: a blueprint for applying knowledge, solving problems and designing systems that deliver your service strategy.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Analytics: the agile way.

Full Catalog Record, HD39.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The living supply chain: the evolving imperative of operating in real time.
Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley, [2017].

Full Catalog Record, HD57.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Becoming the expert: enhancing your business reputation through thought leadership marketing.

Full Catalog Record, HD57.7.E47 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Leading professionals: power, politics, and prima donnas.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.8eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The innovative company: an ill-defined object.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.82.46 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
My 10 strategies for integrative coaching: co-constructing the journey from freedom to responsibility.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.82eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Human Agency at Work: An Active Approach Towards Expertise Development.
Managing corporate responsibility in the real world: lessons from the frontline of CSR.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
MANAGEMENT.

Social enterprise and impact investment beyond the benefit corporation: trust, public benefit and capital markets.
New York City: Oxford University Press, [2017].
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BISACSH.

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BISACSH.

Understanding systemic risk in global financial markets.
Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley, [2017].
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / FINANCE. BISACSH.

Family business and technological innovation: empirical insights from the Italian pharmaceutical industry.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2017].
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT.

Asymmetric alliances and information systems issues and prospects.
STRATEGIC ALLIANCES (BUSINESS) FAST (OCLOC)FST01134349.

Managing networks in project-based organisations.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT. FAST (OCLOC)FST01078797.

Japan’s Lost Decade: Lessons for Asian Economies.
POPULATION ECONOMICS.

Towards a common future: understanding growth, sustainability in the Asia-Pacific Region.
PACIFIC AREA. FAST (OCLOC)FST01243504.

Food leadership: leadership and adult learning for global food systems transformation.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ECONOMICS / GENERAL BISACSH.

The reality for agricultural economics within the European Union: stressing the efficiency indicators across the representative farms.
EUROPE -- EUROPEAN UNION COUNTRIES. FAST (OCLOC)FST01269470.
Innovative technologies in beverage processing.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / FOOD SCIENCE BISACSH.

The final frontier : E&P's low-cost operating model.
Hoboken, New Jersey : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING -- POWER RESOURCES -- GENERAL. BISACSH.

An insider's guide to the mining sector : an in-depth study of gold and mining shares.
MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01022541.

Mining in the Asia-Pacific risks, challenges and opportunities.
Cham : Springer, c2017.
PACIFIC AREA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01243504.

Modernisation, mechanisation and industrialisation of concrete structures.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / INDUSTRIES / GENERAL BISACSH.

Current and emerging issues in the audiovisual industry.
CULTURAL INDUSTRIES. FAST (OCOLC)FST00885002.

Handbook of disability sport and exercise psychology.
New York, NY, United States of America : Oxford University Press, [2018].
SPORTS -- PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01130495.

Training and coaching the paralympic athlete.
SPORTS MEDICINE.

Higher Education Access in the Asia Pacific : Privilege or Human Right?
PACIFIC AREA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01243504.

The Cratis Williams chronicles : I come to Boone.
NORTH CAROLINA -- BOONE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01215881.

Rethinking education : a conversation with Daniel Goleman and George Lucas.
LEARNING. FAST (OCOLC)FST00994826.

Paulo Freire : his faith, spirituality, and theology.
Rethinking public education systems in the 21st century scenario: new and renovated challenges between policies and practices.

The tertiary education imperative: knowledge, skills and values for development.


New framings on anti-racism and resistance.


Postcolonial indigenous performances: Coyote musings on Gen zaros, hybridity, education, and slavery.

Transitioning children with disabilities: from early childhood through adulthood.

The Wiley handbook of diversity in special education.

Adult education and lifelong learning in southeastern Europe: a critical view of policy and practice.

Children's reasoning while building fraction ideas.
Engineering (General)

Full Catalog Record. **T11eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Reading and writing knowledge in scientific communities: digital humanities and knowledge construction.
TECHNICAL WRITING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01144965.

Full Catalog Record. **T40eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Zero to maker: a beginner's guide to the skills, tools, and ideas of the maker movement.
BUSINESSPEOPLE -- ANECDOTES.

Full Catalog Record. **T50eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Evaluating measurement accuracy: a practical approach.
QUALITY CONTROL, RELIABILITY, SAFETY AND RISK.

Integrating program management and systems engineering: methods, tools, and organizational systems for improving performance.
Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. **T57.84eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Robust control optimization with metaheuristics.
MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION. FAST (OCLC)FST01012099.

Full Catalog Record. T58.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Web information systems and technologies : 12th International Conference, WEBIST 2016, Rome, Italy, April 23-25, 2016, Revised selected papers.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
WEB SERVICES. FAST (OCLC)FST01173242.

Full Catalog Record. T173.8eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Architect the industrial internet : the architect's guide to designing industrial internet solutions.
INTERNET OF THINGS. FAST (OCLC)FST01894151.

Full Catalog Record. T174.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Nanotechnology for energy sustainability.
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES. FAST (OCLC)FST01094570.

Fluid simulation for computer graphics.
Boca Raton : CRC Press, Taylor & Francis Group, CRC Press is an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group, an informa Business, [2016].
THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY SYSTEMS. FAST (OCLC)FST01150324.

Full Catalog Record. T385eb, Web Accessible Resource.
AutoCAD{u00AE} 2018 and AutoCAD LT{u00AE} 2018 essentials.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Fleeting cities : imperial expositions in fin-de-si{u00E8}cle Europe.
EUROPE -- CIVILIZATION -- 20TH CENTURY.

Full Catalog Record. TA55eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Civil engineering structures according to the Eurocodes : inspection and maintenance.
EUROPE. FAST (OCLC)FST01245064.

Full Catalog Record. TA164eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Applied bioengineering : innovations and future directions.
SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY. FAST (OCLC)FST01762461.

Full Catalog Record. TA169.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Probabilistic physics of failure approach to reliability : modeling, accelerated testing, prognosis and reliability assessment.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TA174eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
ENGINEERING -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST (OCLC)FST00910334.

Progress in Industrial Mathematics at ECMI 2014.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2016].
MACROECONOMICS/MONETARY ECONOMICS//FINANCIAL ECONOMICS.
Full Catalog Record. TA330eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Engineering mathematics.
Uttar Pradesh, India : Pearson India Education Services, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01012068.

Full Catalog Record. TA331eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Classification, parameter estimation, and state estimation : an engineering approach using MATLAB.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / TECHNICAL & MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES & TRADES BISACSH.

Equilibrium finite element formulations.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS (ENGINEERING) -- MATHEMATICS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01135611.

Harnessing bistable structural dynamics for vibration control, energy harvesting and sensing.
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01135648.

Vibration with control.
Chichester, West Sussex, UK ; Hoboken, NJ, USA : John Wiley & Sons Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Using HPC for computational fluid dynamics : a guide to high performance computing for CFD engineers.
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING. FAST (OCLOC)FST00956032.

Compressible flow propulsion and digital approaches in fluid mechanics.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / HYDRAULICS BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TA357eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Fluid mechanics : analytical methods.
FLUID MECHANICS. FAST (OCLOC)FST00927999.

Full Catalog Record. TA357.5.F58eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Fluid-structure interactions and uncertainties : Ansys and fluent tools.
FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION. FAST (OCLOC)FST00928031.

Full Catalog Record. TA357.5.G47eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Particles in flows.
Cham : Birkha{u00E4}user, 2017.
GRANULAR FLOW. FAST (OCLOC)FST01909626.

Full Catalog Record. TA404eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Piezoelectric materials : applications in SHM, energy harvesting and bio -mechanics.
PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01063928.

Full Catalog Record. TA418.5eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cyclic plasticity of engineering materials : experiments and models.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.


Engineering (Chemical)

Full Catalog Record, TA404eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Piezoelectric materials: applications in SHM, energy harvesting and bio-mechanics.
PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01063928.

Full Catalog Record, TA418.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cyclic plasticity of engineering materials: experiments and models.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, TA418.74eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Corrosion engineering and cathodic protection handbook: with extensive question and answer section.
CORROSION AND ANTI-CORROSIVES. FAST (OCOLC)FST00880341.

Photomechanical materials, composites, and systems: wireless transduction of light into work.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCES BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, TA418.9.C6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Composite magnetoelectrics: materials, structures, and applications.
COMPOSITE MATERIALS -- MAGNETIC PROPERTIES. FAST (OCOLC)FST00871715.

Nano- and biomaterials: compounds, properties, characterization, and applications.
NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01032630.

Handbook of composites from renewable materials.
Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
GREEN PRODUCTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00947633.

Full Catalog Record, TA455.G65eb, Web Accessible Resource.
GraphITA: selected papers from the Workshop on Synthesis, Characterization and Technological Exploitation of Graphene and 2D Materials Beyond Graphene.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Polymer blends and composites: chemistry and technology.
SCIENCE / CHEMISTRY / ORGANIC BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, TA455.A34eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Progress in adhesion and adhesives.
ADHESIVES. FAST (OCOLC)FST00796614.

Full Catalog Record, TA492.P6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Flexible pipes.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING -- MECHANICAL BISACSH.
Science and technology of separation membranes.
MEMBRANES (TECHNOLOGY) FAST (OCOLC)FST01015871.

Nanocellulose and nanohydrogel matrices : biotechnological and biomedical applications.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Membrane materials for gas and vapor separation : synthesis and application of silicon-containing polymers.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CHEMICAL & BIOCHEMICAL BISACSH.

Plant-based natural products : derivatives and applications.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / AGRICULTURE / AGRONOMY / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Industrial biotechnology : products and processes.
Weinheim, Germany : Wiley-VCH, [2017].
INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY. FAST (OCOLC)FST00971352.

Sustainable polymers from biomass.
BIOMASSE GND.

Process scale purification of antibodies.
TECHNOLOGY, PHARMACEUTICAL -- METHODS.

Lignocellulosic biomass production and industrial applications.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CHEMICAL & BIOCHEMICAL. BISACSH.

Cellulose nanocrystals : properties, production, and applications.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CHEMICAL & BIOCHEMICAL BISACSH.

Hydrogen production technologies.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / POWER RESOURCES / GENERAL BISACSH.

Fuels, chemicals and materials from the oceans and aquatic sources.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CHEMICAL & BIOCHEMICAL. BISACSH.

Biogas systems in China.
CHINA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01206073.

Ultrasound in food processing. Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom : Wiley Blackwell, 2017. ULTRASONIC WAVES -- INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01160705.


Food safety, risk intelligence and benchmarking. Chichester, UK ; Hoboken, NJ : John Wiley & Sons, 2017. SOCIAL SCIENCE -- GENERAL. BISACSH.


Dynamics of structures with MATLAB applications. [Place of publication not identified] : Pearson, [2016]. STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING -- COMPUTER PROGRAMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01135660.

Handbook of structural life assessment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building smart cities : analytics, ICT, and design thinking.</td>
<td>Boca Raton, FL : CRC Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016. CITY PLANNING.</td>
<td>BUSINESS &amp; ECONOMICS / REAL ESTATE / GENERAL. BISACSH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Water wells and boreholes.
WELLS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01173723.

Full Catalog Record. TD426eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Groundwater remediation : a practical guide for environmental engineers and scientists.
GROUNDWATER -- QUALITY. FAST (OCOLC)FST00948294.

Full Catalog Record. TD745eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Sustainable membrane technology for water and wastewater treatment.
SEWAGE -- PURIFICATION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01113752.

Full Catalog Record. TD758.5.S45eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Bioremediation of selenium contaminated wastewater.
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING/BIOTECHNOLOGY.

Full Catalog Record. TD885.5.C3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Carbon dioxide capture and acid gas injection.
OIL WELLS -- GAS LIFT. FAST (OCOLC)FST01044935.

Full Catalog Record. TD887.F69eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Fossil fuel emissions control technologies : stationary heat and power systems.
GREENHOUSE GASES -- ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00947709.

Full Catalog Record. TF228.3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Networking simulation for intelligent transportation systems : high mobile wireless nodes.
TRANSPORTATION / PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION BISACSH.

Big data and differential privacy : analysis strategies for railway track engineering.
RAILROAD TRACKS -- MATHEMATICAL MODELS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01431181.

Integrating project delivery.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CONSTRUCTION / GENERAL BISACSH.

Building sustainability in East Asia : policy, design, and people.
Chichester, West Sussex : John Wiley & Sons, 2017.
EAST ASIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01243628.

Structural design for fire safety.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CONSTRUCTION / GENERAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TH1065eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Fire performance analysis for buildings.
FIRE PREVENTION -- INSPECTION. FAST (OCOLC)FST00925478.

Full Catalog Record. TH4812eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Self-build homes: social discourse, experiences and directions.
HOUSE CONSTRUCTION -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

Full Catalog Record. TH9446.D86eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Guidelines for combustible dust hazard analysis.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING -- REFERENCE. BISACSH.

Engineering (Electrical)

Full Catalog Record. TK1001eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Advances in electric power and energy systems: load and price forecasting.
ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00905529.

Full Catalog Record. TK1010eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Power system dynamics and stability: with synchrophasor measurement and power system toolbox.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

Protection of substation critical equipment against intentional electromagnetic threats.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK1041eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Combined cooling, heating, and power systems: modeling, optimization, and operation.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

Photovoltaic solar energy: from fundamentals to applications.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom: Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
ANWENDUNG GND.

Full Catalog Record. TK1087eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Photovoltaic power system: modelling, design and control.
PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01062185.

Full Catalog Record. TK1364.L437 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Learning from Fukushima: nuclear power in East Asia.
AUSTRALIAN.

Wind farm noise: measurement, assessment and control.
Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK2931eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Electrocatalysts for low temperature fuel cells: fundamentals and recent trends.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / POWER RESOURCES / ELECTRICAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK2933.S65eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Hybrid systems based on solid oxide fuel cells: modelling and design.
**Full Catalog Record.** TK2945.L58eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Reuse and recycling of lithium-ion power batteries.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK2960eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Printable solar cells.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK2986eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Foundations of pulsed power technology.
PULSED POWER SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01083950.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK3001.F76 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
From smart grids to smart cities : new challenges in optimizing energy grids.
SMART POWER GRIDS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01792824.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK3001eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Circuit oriented electromagnetic modeling using the PEEC techniques.
ELECTROMAGNETISM -- MATHEMATICAL MODELS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00906599.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK3091eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Wireless power transfer for electric vehicles and mobile devices.
WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01896567.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK3105.Q25 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Smart grid using big data analytics.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK3226eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Live-line operation and maintenance of power distribution networks.
ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION. FAST (OCOLC)FST00905420.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK4161eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Color quality of semiconductor and conventional light sources.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING. FAST (OCOLC)FST00905062.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK5102.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Human bond communication : the holy grail of holistic communication and immersive experience.
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01146038.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK5102.5.F647 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
FPGA-based implementation of signal processing systems.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** TK5102.9eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Digital signal processing with Python programming.
Full Catalog Record. TK5102.92eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Bandwidth efficient coding.
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCLC)FST01176209.

Full Catalog Record. TK5103.2eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Digital services in the 21st Century : a strategic and business perspective.
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCLC)FST01176209.

Full Catalog Record. TK5103.4815eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Fundamentals of cognitive radio.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK5103.48325eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Network performance and fault analytics for LTE wireless service providers.
NETWORK PERFORMANCE (TELECOMMUNICATION) FAST (OCLC)FST01036230.

Quantum communications in new telecommunications systems.
QUANTUM COMMUNICATION. FAST (OCLC)FST01737701.

Full Catalog Record. TK5103.592.W38eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The Emerging WDM EPON.
WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING. FAST (OCLC)FST01172895.

Full Catalog Record. TK5103.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Digital communications with emphasis on data modems : theory, analysis, design, simulation, testing, and applications.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

Satellite communications systems engineering : atmospheric effects, satellite link design and system performance.
RADIO -- INTERFERENCE. FAST (OCLC)FST01087095.

Full Catalog Record. TK5105.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Connecting Networks.
COMPUTER NETWORKS. FAST (OCLC)FST00872297.

Full Catalog Record. TK5105.5.M425 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Network routing : algorithms, protocols, and architectures.
Cambridge, MA : Morgan Kaufmann, [2018].
ROUTERS (COMPUTER NETWORKS) FAST (OCLC)FST01100748.

Full Catalog Record. TK5105.543eb, Web Accessible Resource.
JUNOS automation cookbook : automate network devices on Juniper's operating system.
ROUTERS (COMPUTER NETWORKS) FAST (OCLC)FST01100748.

Full Catalog Record. TK5105.548eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The Terraform book.
Full Catalog Record. **TK5105.5485eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
The art of monitoring.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY -- MANAGEMENT. FAST (OCOLC)FST00973112.

Network routing : fundamentals, applications, and emerging technologies.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom : Wiley, 2017.
ROUTING (COMPUTER NETWORK MANAGEMENT) FAST (OCOLC)FST01739333.

Full Catalog Record. **TK5105.59eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Cryptography and network security.
[Place of publication not identified] : Pearson, [2016].
DATA ENCRYPTION (COMPUTER SCIENCE) FAST (OCOLC)FST00887935.

Full Catalog Record. **TK5105.65eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Mobile positioning and tracking : from conventional to cooperative techniques.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. **TK5105.77eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Mobile ad hoc network protocols based on dissimilarity metrics.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING, NETWORKS.

CCNA routing and switching ICND2 200-105 official cert guide.
Indianapolis, IN : Cisco Press, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING PERSONNEL -- CERTIFICATION -- STUDY GUIDES.

Socially intelligent computing : a conversation with Daniel Goleman and Clay Shirky.
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00977397.

Full Catalog Record. **TK5105.8857eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Intelligent IoT projects in 7 days : build exciting projects using smart devices.
MACHINE-TO-MACHINE COMMUNICATIONS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01894432.

Full Catalog Record. **TK5105.888eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
CSS : the definitive guide : visual presentation for the web.
Sebastopol, CA : O'Reilly Media, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
WEB SITES -- DESIGN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01173252.

Full Catalog Record. **TK5105.88813eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
AWS certified developer : associate guide : your one-stop solution to pass the AWS developer's certification.
WEB SERVICES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01173242.

Full Catalog Record. **TK5105.8883eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Learning Angular.
[Place of publication not identified] : Addison-Wesley, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT.

Drupal 8 development cookbook : harness the power of Drupal 8 with this recipe-based practical guide.


Membrane materials for gas and vapor separation : synthesis and application of silicon-containing polymers. Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].

**Full Catalog Record. TR822eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Fundamentals of forensic photography : practical techniques for evidence documentation on location and in the laboratory.
LEGAL PHOTOGRAPHY. FAST (OCLC)FST00995515.

**Full Catalog Record. TR897eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Synchronization and title sequences : audio-visual semiosis in motion graphics.
SYNCHRONIZATION. FAST (OCLC)FST01141085.

**Full Catalog Record. TS155eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Multi-agent based production planning and control.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. TS155.6eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST (OCLC)FST01078313.

**Full Catalog Record. TS195.4 .M354 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Managing packaging design for sustainable development : a compass for strategic directions.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. TS517.5.A86eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Large and middle-scale aperture aspheric surfaces : lapping, polishing and measurement.
ASPHERICAL LENSES. FAST (OCLC)FST00818887.

**Full Catalog Record. TS655eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Plasma surface metallurgy : with double glow discharge technology -- Xu- Tec process.
PLASMA SPRAYING. FAST (OCLC)FST01066359.

**Full Catalog Record. TS1548.7.P6eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Polypropylene nanofibers melt electrospinning versus meltblowing.
CHARACTERIZATION AND EVALUATION OF MATERIALS.

**Full Catalog Record. TS1767eh.** Web Accessible Resource.
Advances in 3D textiles.
TEXTILE FABRICS. FAST (OCLC)FST01148636.

**Full Catalog Record. TS2301.T7eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
LEGO and philosophy : constructing reality brick by brick.
LEGO TOYS. FAST (OCLC)FST00989704.

**Full Catalog Record. TT194eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Design for CNC : furniture projects and fabrication technique.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL PRINTING. FAST (OCLC)FST01748862.

**Full Catalog Record. TT975 .L83 2013eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Historical wig styling.
WIGS -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION. FAST (OCLC)FST01175028.
Engineering (Mechanical)

**Full Catalog Record. T57.6.I534 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Integrating program management and systems engineering: methods, tools, and organizational systems for improving performance.
Hoboken, New Jersey : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. T57.84eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Robust control optimization with metaheuristics.
MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01012099.

**Full Catalog Record. T58.5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Web information systems and technologies: 12th International Conference, WEBIST 2016, Rome, Italy, April 23-25, 2016, Revised selected papers.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
WEB SERVICES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01173242.

**Full Catalog Record. TA169.5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Probabilistic physics of failure approach to reliability: modeling, accelerated testing, prognosis and reliability assessment.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. TA174eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
ENGINEERING -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST (OCOLC)FST00910334.

**Full Catalog Record. TA355.H345 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Harnessing bistable structural dynamics for vibration control, energy harvesting and sensing.
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01135648.

Vibration with control.
Chichester, West Sussex, UK ; Hoboken, NJ, USA : John Wiley & Sons Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. TA357.J36 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Using HPC for computational fluid dynamics: a guide to high performance computing for CFD engineers.
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING. FAST (OCOLC)FST00956032.

**Full Catalog Record. TA357.J43 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Compressible flow propulsion and digital approaches in fluid mechanics.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / HYDRAULICS BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. TA357.J5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Fluid mechanics: analytical methods.
FLUID MECHANICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00927999.

**Full Catalog Record. TA357.5.F58eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Fluid-structure interactions and uncertainties: Ansys and fluent tools.
FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION. FAST (OCOLC)FST00928031.
Full Catalog Record. TK2931eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Electrocatalysts for low temperature fuel cells: fundamentals and recent trends.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / POWER RESOURCES / ELECTRICAL. BISACSH.

Hybrid systems based on solid oxide fuel cells: modelling and design.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

Reuse and recycling of lithium-ion power batteries.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK2960eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Printable solar cells.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK2986eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Foundations of pulsed power technology.
PULSED POWER SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01083950.

From smart grids to smart cities: new challenges in optimizing energy grids.
SMART POWER GRIDS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01792824.

Full Catalog Record. TK3001eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Circuit oriented electromagnetic modeling using the PEEC techniques.
ELECTROMAGNETISM -- MATHEMATICAL MODELS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00906599.

Full Catalog Record. TK3091eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Wireless power transfer for electric vehicles and mobile devices.
WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01896567.

Smart grid using big data analytics.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK3226eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Live-line operation and maintenance of power distribution networks.
ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION. FAST (OCOLC)FST00905420.

Full Catalog Record. TK4161eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Color quality of semiconductor and conventional light sources.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING. FAST (OCOLC)FST00905062.

Full Catalog Record. TK5102.5eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Human bond communication: the holy grail of holistic communication and immersive experience.
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01146038.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL BISACSH.

SIGNAL PROCESSING -- DIGITAL TECHNIQUES -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST (OCOLC)FST0118288.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01176209.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01176209.

TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

NETWORK PERFORMANCE (TELECOMMUNICATION) FAST (OCOLC)FST01036230.

QUANTUM COMMUNICATION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01737701.

WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01172895.

TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

RADIO -- INTERFERENCE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01087095.

COMPUTER NETWORKS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00872297.

Network routing : algorithms, protocols, and architectures. Cambridge, MA : Morgan Kaufmann, [2018].
ROUTERS (COMPUTER NETWORKS) FAST (OCOLC)FST01100748.
Learning Angular.

Drupal 8 development cookbook : harness the power of Drupal 8 with this recipe-based practical guide.

ASP.NET core recipes : a problem-solution approach.

Antenna design for mobile devices.

The art and science of NFC programming.


Final cut pro X beyond the basics : advanced techniques for editors.

Analog electronics for measuring systems.

Practical lighting design with LEDs.

Organic semiconductor heterojunctions and its application in organic light-emitting diodes.

Instantaneous power theory and applications to power conditioning.

Wireless sensor systems for extreme environments : space, underwater, underground and industrial.
Real-time embedded systems.
REAL-TIME DATA PROCESSING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01091219.

Full Catalog Record. TL220.D562017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Thermal management of electric vehicle battery systems.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / ENGINEERING (GENERAL) BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TL221.15eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Hybrid electric vehicle system modeling and control.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING -- ENGINEERING (GENERAL) BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TL255eb, Web Accessible Resource.
8th International Munich Chassis Symposium 2017 : chassis.tech plus.
AUTOMOBILES -- CHASSIS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00823319.

Full Catalog Record. TL272.53eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Computer vision in vehicle technology : land, sea & air.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING -- ENGINEERING (GENERAL) BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TL545eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Mechanics of aeronautical solids, materials and structures.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01013375.

Full Catalog Record. TL574.A37eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Introduction to nonlinear aeroelasticity.
Chichester, West Sussex, UK : Wiley, [2017].
NONLINEAR THEORIES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01038812.

Full Catalog Record. TL685.35eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Advanced UAV aerodynamics, flight stability, and control : novel concepts, theory and applications.
DRONE AIRCRAFT. FAST (OCOLC)FST00898349.

Full Catalog Record. TL711.D7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Airdrop recovery systems with self-inflating airbag.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MILITARY SCIENCE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TL3250eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Fault-tolerance techniques for spacecraft control computers.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / ENGINEERING (GENERAL) BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TS155eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Multi-agent based production planning and control.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TS155.6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01078313.


Crowdsourcing for filmmakers: indie film and the power of the crowd.
ENGLISH LITERATURE -- EARLY MODERN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01710960.

Full Catalog Record  PR478.M6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The modernist art of queer survival.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

The Victorian verse-novel : aspiring to life.
NOVELS IN VERSE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01039786.

Full Catalog Record  PR651eb, Web Accessible Resource.
A new companion to Renaissance drama.
ENGLAND. FAST (OCOLC)FST01219920.

Full Catalog Record  PR658.G46eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Dramatic geography : romance, intertheatricality, and cultural encounter in early modern Mediterranean drama.
MEDITERRANEAN REGION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01239752.

Full Catalog Record  PR2199eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Unperfect histories : The mirror for magistrates, 1559-1610.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

Full Catalog Record  PR2976eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Greek tragic women on Shakespearean stages.
WOMEN IN LITERATURE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01177912.

The sound of William Barnes's dialect poems.
South Australia : University of Adelaide Press, [2017].
ENGLISH POETRY. FAST (OCOLC)FST00912278.

Full Catalog Record  PR5824eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Oscar Wilde and classical antiquity.
CLASSICISM IN LITERATURE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00863565.

The examined life : family-community-work in American literature.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

Forms of dictatorship : power, narrative, and authoritarianism in the Latina/o novel.
LITERARY CRITICISM / AMERICAN / GENERAL BISACSH.

Empire of ruin : black classicism and American imperial culture.
SLAVERY IN LITERATURE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01120515.

Looking for native ground : contemporary Appalachian poetry.
[Boone, N.C.]: Appalachian State University, [2017].
APPALACHIAN REGION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01240092.

Full Catalog Record. PS323.5.F45 2017eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The poetry of the Americas: from good neighbors to countercultures.
LATIN AMERICA -- FOREIGN RELATIONS -- UNITED STATES.

Why horror seduces.
HORROR TALES, AMERICAN. FAST (OCOLC)FST00960399.

Full Catalog Record. PS357_S68 1988eb. Web Accessible Resource.
A Southern Appalachian reader.
APPALACHIAN REGION, SOUTHERN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01864776.

The life of Robert Frost.
LITERARY CRITICISM / POETRY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. PS3515.U274 Z464 1986. 4th Floor Book Stacks.
The big sea: an autobiography.
HARLEM (NEW YORK, N.Y) -- POPULAR CULTURE.

Raleigh, N.C.: N.C. Dept. of Cultural Resources, Division of Archives and History: The Appalachian Consortium, [1999].
NORTH CAROLINA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204304.

Full Catalog Record. PS3553.A87eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Farm Hall and the German atomic project of World War II a dramatic history.
ETHICS.

Only when they're little: the story of an Appalachian family.
APPALACHIAN REGION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01240092.

The mountains have come closer.
MOUNTAIN PEOPLE. FAST (OCOLC)FST012028278.

Full Catalog Record. PS3618.A38 115 2004. 4th Floor Book Stacks.
I dream of microwaves: stories.
ACTORS -- FICTION.

The brindle mule: stories and poems of the Brushy Mountains.
NORTH CAROLINA -- BRUSHY MOUNTAINS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01243487.

The summer people.
Environmental Studies

*The ash tree*: a novel.
Fresno, California : West of West Books, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
CALIFORNIA -- FICTION.

Environmental challenges in the Baltic Region : a perspective from economics.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
BALTIC STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01241546.

Ecoacoustics : the ecological role of sounds.
SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / ECOLOGY. BISACSH.

Principles of terrestrial ecosystem ecology.
New York : Springer, {u00A9}2011.
{U00D6}KOSYSTEM GND (DE-588)4043216-6.

Deep-sea ecosystems off Mauritania.
MAURITANIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01205364.

Ecology of high altitude waters.
SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / ECOLOGY BISACSH.

Next in line : lowered care expectations in the age of retail- and value-based health.
UNITED STATES. HTTPS://ID.NLM.NIH.GOV/MESH/D014481.

Public health intelligence and the internet.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
MEDICAL INFORMATICS. (DNLM)D008490.

Human exposure to electromagnetic fields : from extremely low frequency (ELF) to radiofrequency.
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS -- HEALTH ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00906529.

Infectious diseases : a geographic guide.
TOPOGRAPHY, MEDICAL -- METHODS.

**Full Catalog Record. RA644.B32eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Moonlighting proteins : novel virulence factors in bacterial infections.
BACTERIAL INFECTIONS.

**Full Catalog Record. RA652.2.M3eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Applications of regression models in epidemiology.
EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS.

**Full Catalog Record. RA773.74eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Meeting health information needs outside of healthcare : opportunities and challenges.
MEDICAL INFORMATICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01014175.

**Full Catalog Record. RA776.95eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Hand hygiene : a handbook for medical professionals.
HAND HYGIENE.

**Full Catalog Record. RA784eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The 150 healthiest foods on Earth : the surprising, unbiased truth about what you should eat and why.
Beverly, Massachusetts : Quarto Publishing Group, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
NUTRITION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01042187.

**Full Catalog Record. RA790.5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Examining mental health through social constructionism the language of mental health.
MENTAL HEALTH.

**Full Catalog Record. TD195.P4eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Environmental aspects of oil and gas production.
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE -- ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01059577.

**Full Catalog Record. TD885.5.C3eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Carbon dioxide capture and acid gas injection.
OIL WELLS -- GAS LIFT. FAST (OCOLC)FST01044935.

**Full Catalog Record. TD887.F69eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Fossil fuel emissions control technologies : stationary heat and power systems.
GREENHOUSE GASES -- ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00947709.

### Geology

**Full Catalog Record. G155.A1eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The escape industry : how iconic and innovative brands built the travel business.
TOURISM -- MARKETING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01153181.

**Full Catalog Record. GB1002.3.B73 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Field hydrogeology.
SCIENCE / EARTH SCIENCES / GEOLOGY BISACSH.

Practical finite element modeling in earth science using Matlab. Chichester, West Sussex, UK; Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2017

Electromagnetic time reversal: application to electromagnetic compatibility and power systems. Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017


Molecular symmetry, super-rotation, and semiclassical motion: new ideas for solving old problems. Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017


Full Catalog Record, QC596.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Ferroelectrics.
FERROELEKTRIZITÄT {U00E4} T GND.

Amorphous semiconductors : structural, optical and electronic properties.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom : Wiley, [2017].
AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00807849.

Full Catalog Record, QC611.8.W53eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures : common mode filters for high speed digital systems.
WIDE GAP SEMICONDUCTORS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01174923.

Modern electromagnetic scattering theory with applications.
Chichester, West Sussex : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / QUANTUM THEORY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, QC688eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Numerical methods for time-resolved quantum nanoelectronics.
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01085101.

Full Catalog Record, QC718eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Plasma physics : an introduction to laboratory, space, and fusion plasmas.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS.

Full Catalog Record, QC760eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Advanced multipoles for accelerator magnets theoretical analysis and their measurement.
MAGNETIC POLE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01005752.

Full Catalog Record, QC787.P3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Space charge physics for particle accelerators.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01054042.

Neutrons and synchrotron radiation in engineering materials science : from fundamentals to applications.
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01141097.

Full Catalog Record, QC793.5.N42eb, Web Accessible Resource.
First measurement of neutrino and antineutrino oscillation at T2K.
COSMOLOGY.

Full Catalog Record, QC793.5.B62eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The H Boson.
HIGGS BOSONS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00955984.

Full Catalog Record, QC855eb, Web Accessible Resource.
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Stabat Mater.
New York : Philips, {u2117}1990.
STABAT MATER DOLOROSA (MUSIC).

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05413. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Serenade to music ; English folk song suite ; Norfolk rhapsody no. 1 ; Fantasia on 'Greensleeves' ; In the Fen country ; The lark ascending. 
[Place of publication not identified] : EMI Classics, {u2117}1987.
STRING ORCHESTRA MUSIC.

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05414. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Tannh"{u00E4}user.
OPERAS -- EXCERPTS.

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05415. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Children's classics : Peter & the wolf, The young person's guide to the orchestra, Carnival of the animals.
Australia : Belart, {u00A9}1993.
ANIMALS -- SONGS AND MUSIC.

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05427. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Symphony no. 4 in A minor ; The tempest. Prelude ; Symphony no. 6 in D minor ; Lemmink{"u00E4}inen's return ; The bard.
SYMPHONIC POEMS.

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05424. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Ansermet conducts Stravinsky.
PSALMS (MUSIC).

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05421. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Symphonische T{"u00E4}nze op. 45, f{"u00FC}r zwei Klaviere zu vier H{"u00E4}nden.
Hamburg : Deutsche Grammophon, {u2117}1983.
BALLETS -- EXCERPTS, ARRANGED.

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05418. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Meditations at midnight : liturgy of St. John Chrysostom.
New York, NY : Philips, {u2117}1996.
COMMUNION SERVICE MUSIC.

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05417. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Trio {u00E9}l{u00E9}giaque no. 1 in G minor ; Trio {u00E9}l{u00E9}giaque no. 2 in D minor, op. 9.
West Germany : Philips, {u2117}1987.
PIANO TRIOS.

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05423. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Symphony no. 7 (8) in B minor, D 759 : Unfinished ; Symphony no. 8 (9) in C major, D 944 : The Great.
SYMPHONIES.

Full Catalog Record. AUDIO CD 05412. 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Octet in F, op. 166, D. 803.
OCTETS (BASSOON, CLARINET, HORN, VIOLINS (2), VIOLA, CELLO, DOUBLE BASS).
Horowitz plays Schumann.
Piano music.

Symphony in three movements ; Symphony in C ; Symphony of Psalms.
Choruses, sacred (mixed voices) with orchestra.

Symphony, no. 29 ; Symphony, no. 31 : Paris ; Symphony no. 34.
Harrow, Middlesex, England : Dutton Laboratories, {u2117}1997.
Symphonies.

M{u00E1} vlast.
New York : Mercury, {u2117}1996.
Symphonic poems.

Nursing

Mentoring in nursing and healthcare supporting career and personal development.
Chichester, West Sussex : John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

Philosophy

Oxford studies in ancient philosophy.
Philosophy, ancient. FAST (OCLC)FST01060860.

Spirituality across disciplines: research and practice.
Switzerland : Springer, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016. SPIRITUALITY -- SOCIAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCLC)FST01130196.

Philosophy's future: the problem of philosophical progress.
Philosophy / Methodology. BISACSH.

The value of rationality.
Reason. FAST (OCLC)FST01091272.

Mexican philosophy in the 20th century: essential readings.
Philosophy, Mexican. FAST (OCLC)FST01061067.

John Locke: the philosopher as Christian virtuoso.
Great Britain. FAST (OCLC)FST01204623.
Adam Smith : the systematic thought of a public philosopher.
PHILOSOPHY / HISTORY & SURVEYS / MODERN BISACSH.

A companion to Simone de Beauvoir.
PHILOSOPHY / HISTORY & SURVEYS / MODERN BISACSH.

Brentano's mind.
PHILOSOPHY OF MIND. FAST (OCOLC)FST01060840.

Spinoza on reason.
REASON. FAST (OCOLC)FST01091272.

The atlas of reality : a comprehensive guide to metaphysics.
METAPHYSICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01018304.

The fragmentation of being.
ONTOLOGY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01045995.

Oneness : East Asian conceptions of virtue, happiness, and how we are all connected.
PHILOSOPHY / METAPHYSICS. BISACSH.

Affect-Language Interactions in Native and Non-Native English Speakers : A Neuropragmatic Perspective.
LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES -- LINGUISTICS -- GENERAL. BISACSH.

Psychometric testing : critical perspectives.
PSYCHOMETRICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01081639.

The psychologist's guide to professional development.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer Verlag, [2017].
PSYCHOLOGY -- VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01081549.

Psychoanalysis, philosophy and myth in contemporary culture after Oedipus.
PSYCHOANALYSIS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01081235.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF199eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF204.6eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handbook of positive psychology in intellectual and developmental disabilities: translating research into practice.</td>
<td>Cham: Springer, 2017.</td>
<td>POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01200515.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF311eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF311_O485 2018eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF327eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF408_H2856 2017eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF408eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF448 .U55 2017eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF511eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF515_S84 2017eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF575.S75eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Catalog Record</th>
<th>BF576eb</th>
<th>Web Accessible Resource.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Full Catalog Record. BJ1458.3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The normativity of rationality.
PRACTICAL REASON. FAST (OCOLC)FST01074530.

Normativity and control.
NORMATIVITY (ETHICS) FAST (OCOLC)FST01039140.

Choosing normative concepts.
PHILOSOPHY OF MIND. FAST (OCOLC)FST01060840.

Unbelievable errors : an error theory about all normative judgements.
NORMATIVITY (ETHICS) FAST (OCOLC)FST01039140.

The limits of free will : selected essays.
New York, NY, United States of America : Oxford University Press, [2017].
FREE WILL AND DETERMINISM. FAST (OCOLC)FST0093968.

Interdisciplinary perspectives on fairness, equity, and justice.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
JUSTICE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00985122.

Morale : a modern British history.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

Physics

Lewis Swift : celebrated comet hunter and the people's Astronomer.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

Full Catalog Record. QB465eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Optical 3D-spectroscopy for astronomy.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING IN ASTRONOMY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01150332.

Full Catalog Record. QB498.2.G7eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Tim Peake and Britain's road to space.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
HISTORY OF SCIENCE.

Full Catalog Record. QB812eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Amplitude modulation of pulsation modes in Delta Scuti stars.
ASTRONOMY, OBSERVATIONS AND TECHNIQUES.

Full Catalog Record. QB853eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Not-so-simple stellar populations in star clusters.
Meghnad Saha his life in science and politics.
INDIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01210276.

Computational physics : simulation of classical and quantum systems.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY.

Practical finite element modeling in earth science using Matlab.
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST (OCOLC)FST00924900.

Physics of atomic nuclei.
KERNPHYSIK GND.

Electromagnetic time reversal : application to electromagnetic compatibility and power systems.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

The development of elementary quantum theory.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
QUANTUM THEORY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01085128.

Molecular symmetry, super-rotation, and semiclassical motion : new ideas for solving old problems.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
VIBRATION, DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, CONTROL.

Hadamard states from light-like hypersurfaces.
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01085105.

Dynamics of lattice materials.
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / GENERAL BISACSH.

Design of nanostructures : self-assembly of nanomaterials.
Weinheim : Wiley-VCH, [2017].
NANOSTRUCTURES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01032635.

The problem of time quantum mechanics versus general relativity.
QUANTUM GRAVITY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01085110.

Surface plasmon enhanced, coupled, and controlled fluorescence.
Hoboken, New Jersey : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].

**Full Catalog Record. QC585.7.D5 P48 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.

Dielectrophoresis : theory, methodology, and biological applications.

SCIENCE / PHYSICS / OPTICS & LIGHT BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. QC596.5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Ferroelectrics.
Ferroelektrizität GND.

**Full Catalog Record. QC611.8.A5 M 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Amorphous semiconductors : structural, optical and electronic properties.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom : Wiley, [2017].
AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS. FAST (OCLOC)FST00807849.

**Full Catalog Record. QC611.8.W53eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures : common mode filters for high speed digital systems.
WIDE GAP SEMICONDUCTORS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01174923.

**Full Catalog Record. QC665.S3 .O85 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Modern electromagnetic scattering theory with applications.
Chichester, West Sussex : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / QUANTUM THEORY BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. QC688eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Numerical methods for time-resolved quantum nanoelectronics.
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01085101.

**Full Catalog Record. QC718eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Plasma physics : an introduction to laboratory, space, and fusion plasmas.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS.

**Full Catalog Record. QC760eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Advanced multipoles for accelerator magnets theoretical analysis and their measurement.
MAGNETIC POLE. FAST (OCLOC)FST01005752.

**Full Catalog Record. QC787.P3eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Space charge physics for particle accelerators.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01054042.

**Full Catalog Record. QC787.S9 N48 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Neutrons and synchrotron radiation in engineering materials science : from fundamentals to applications.
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION. FAST (OCLOC)FST01141097.

**Full Catalog Record. QC793.5.N42eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
First measurement of neutrino and antineutrino oscillation at T2K.
COSMOLOGY.

**Full Catalog Record. QC793.5.B62eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The H Boson.
**Political Science**

**Full Catalog Record. JA66eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
From conflict to inclusion in housing: interaction of communities, residents and activists.
ARCHITECTURE / GENERAL BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. JA71.7eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
A practical guide to analytics for governments: using big data for good.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC AFFAIRS & ADMINISTRATION. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. JC11 .R85 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Rule and rupture state formation through the production of property and citizenship.
STATE, THE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01131943.

Psychology


The psychologist's guide to professional development. Cham, Switzerland: Springer Verlag, [2017].


Methods and tools for creative competitive intelligence.
Decolonizing psychology : transnational cultures, social justice, and Indian youth identities.
INDIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01122816.

Identity flexibility during adulthood perspectives in adult development.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. FAST (OCOLC)FST00908880.

Empathy : epistemic problems and cultural-historical perspectives of a cross-disciplinary concept.
London : Palgrave Macmillan, [2017].
EMPATHY. FAST (OCOLC)FST00832507.

Accelerating new food product design and development.
Hoboken, NJ, USA : John Wiley & Sons Ltd and the Institute of Food Technologists, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

Innovative technologies in beverage processing.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / FOOD SCIENCE BISACSH.

The final frontier : E&P's low-cost operating model.
Hoboken, New Jersey : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING -- POWER RESOURCES -- GENERAL. BISACSH.

An insider's guide to the mining sector : an in-depth study of gold and mining shares.
MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01022541.

Mining in the Asia-Pacific risks, challenges and opportunities.
Cham : Springer, c2017.
PACIFIC AREA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01243504.

Modernisation, mechanisation and industrialisation of concrete structures.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / INDUSTRIES / GENERAL BISACSH.

Current and emerging issues in the audiovisual industry.
CULTURAL INDUSTRIES. FAST (OCOLC)FST00885002.

Examining mental health through social constructionism the language of mental health.
The economics of addictive behaviours.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC POLICY / SOCIAL SERVICES & WELFARE. BISACSH.

CBT for hoarding disorder : a group therapy program therapist's guide.
MEDICAL / INTERNAL MEDICINE BISACSH.

Religious Studies

Oxford studies in philosophy of religion.
RELIGION -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01093794.

Dynamic Secularization : Information Technology and the Tension Between Religion and Science.
SECULARIZATION (THEOLOGY) FAST (OCOLC)FST01110740.

A handbook to the reception of classical mythology.
RELIGION / ANTIQUITIES & ARCHAEOLOGY BISACSH.

Foundations of yoga psychology.
YOGA -- PSYCHOLOGY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01182878.

Unforgetting Chaitanya : Vaishnavism and cultures of devotion in colonial Bengal.
INDIA -- WEST BENGAL. FAST (OCOLC)FST01213722.

New York : Oxford University Press, [2018].
VIETNAM -- CHURCH HISTORY -- 18TH CENTURY.

The Wiley Blackwell companion to religion and ecology.
RELIGION / CHRISTIANITY / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Secret groups in ancient Judaism.
RELIGION / JUDAISM / GENERAL BISACSH.

Religious Zionism, Jewish law, and the morality of war : how five rabbis confronted one of modern Judaism's greatest challenges.
RELIGION / JUDAISM / GENERAL BISACSH.

Joseph Albo on free choice : exegetical innovation in medieval Jewish philosophy.
RELIGION / JUDAISM / GENERAL. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** BP63.C5 P48 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Interpreting Islam in China : pilgrimage, scripture, and language in the Han Kitab.
New York, N.Y. : Oxford University Press, [2018].
CHINA. FAST (OCLOC)FST01206073.

**Full Catalog Record.** BP130.4eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The Wiley Blackwell companion to the Qur'an.
ART APPRECIATION. FAST (OCLOC)FST00815447.

**Full Catalog Record.** BP135.A122 A3 2011, 2nd Floor Book Stacks.
al-Adab al-mufrad.
ISLAM -- DOCTRINES -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

**Full Catalog Record.** BO4690.M34 C675 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Anarchy in the pure land : reinventing the cult of Maitreya in modern Chinese Buddhism.
CHINA. FAST (OCLOC)FST01206073.

**Full Catalog Record.** BP5612 .M42 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Meditation, Buddhism, and science.
MINDFULNESS (PSYCHOLOGY) FAST (OCLOC)FST01921242.

**Full Catalog Record.** BS635.3 .M37 2007eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The land, the Bible, and history toward the land that I will show you.
MIDDLE EAST -- PALESTINE. FAST (OCLOC)FST01207534.

**Full Catalog Record.** BS1227.W38 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Understanding the Pentateuch as a scripture.
SACRED BOOKS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01103109.

**Full Catalog Record.** BX4818.3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Aquinas among the Protestants.
PROTESTANTISM. FAST (OCLOC)FST01079920.

**Full Catalog Record.** BX5005eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The Oxford history of Anglicanism.
ANGLICAN COMMUNION. FAST (OCLOC)FST00808873.

For His cause a little house : a hundred year history of Rumple Memorial Presbyterian Church.
UNITED STATES, NORTH CAROLINA, WATAUGA, BLOWING ROCK -- CHURCH HISTORY. FSSH.

**Science**

**Full Catalog Record.** Q130 .S36 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Women in STEM disciplines : the YFactor 2016 global report on gender in science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
ORGANIZATION.
Predictive computing and information security.
COMPUTER SECURITY. FAST (OCLC)FST00872484.

Collective intelligence and digital archives towards knowledge ecosystem.
COMPUTERS / GENERAL BISACSH.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCLC)FST01055266.

COMPUTATIONAL INTELLIGENCE. FAST (OCLC)FST00871995.

Scalable uncertainty management : 11th International Conference, SUM 2017, Granada, Spain, October 4-6, 2017, Proceedings.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
UNCERTAINTY (INFORMATION THEORY) FAST (OCLC)FST01160838.

Outcome-informed evidence-based practice.
Boston : Pearson, [2012]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2012.
SOCIAL SERVICE -- PRACTICE.

Social work ASWB advanced generalist exam guide : a comprehensive study guide for success.
SOCIAL SERVICE -- UNITED STATES -- EXAMINATIONS, QUESTIONS, ETC.

Social work ASWB masters exam guide : a comprehensive study guide for success.
SOCIAL SERVICE -- UNITED STATES -- EXAMINATIONS, QUESTIONS, ETC.

Social work ASWB advanced generalist practice test : 170 questions to identify knowledge gaps.
SOCIAL SERVICE -- UNITED STATES -- EXAMINATIONS, QUESTIONS, ETC.

The complete guide to fundraising management.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCLC)FST01204155.

Disaster risk reduction for the built environment.
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT. FAST (OCLC)FST00908500.

The complete guide to fundraising management.
Natural catastrophe risk management and modelling: a practitioner's guide.
Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., [2017].
SOCIAL SCIENCE / GENERAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. HV609eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Flood damage survey and assessment: new insights from research and practice.
FLOOD DAMAGE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00927480.

Full Catalog Record. HV687A3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Mobile Professional Voluntarism and International Development: Killing Me Softly?
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

Full Catalog Record. HV63227W4362018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The macabresque: human violation and hate in genocide, mass atrocity and enemy-making.
POLITICAL ATROCITIES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01069207.

Full Catalog Record. HV6515H35472017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The handbook of homicide.
Chichester, West Sussex, UK: John Wiley & Sons, 2017.
SOCIAL SCIENCE / CRIMINOLOGY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. HV6545H3732017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Preventing suicide: the solution focused approach.
Hoboken: Wiley, [2017].
PSYCHOTHERAPY -- METHODS.

Full Catalog Record. HV6626eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Religion and intimate partner violence: understanding the challenges and proposing solutions.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC POLICY / SOCIAL SERVICES & WELFARE. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. HV66265D592017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC POLICY / SOCIAL SERVICES & WELFARE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. HV6691eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Corporate fraud handbook: prevention and detection.
Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [2017].
FRAUD -- PREVENTION. FAST (OCOLC)FST00933790.

Full Catalog Record. HV6771G7V382017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The fix: how bankers lied, cheated and colluded to rig the world's most important number.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2017.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

Full Catalog Record. HV8073F2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Forensic science education and training: a tool-kit for lecturers and practitioner trainers.
SOCIAL SCIENCE / GENERAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. HV8073SS5652017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Deceptive ambiguity by police and prosecutors.
POLICE QUESTIONING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01068663.

Full Catalog Record. HV8079F7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Fraud examination casebook with documents : a hands-on approach.
FRAUD -- PREVENTION. FAST (OCOLC)FST00933790.

Full Catalog Record, HY8079.C65eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Python digital forensics cookbook : effective Python recipes for digital investigations.
PYTHON (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST (OCOLC)FST01084736.

Sociology

Philosophies of qualitative research.
New York : Oxford University Press, [2017].
REFERENCE / QUESTIONS & ANSWERS BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, H62eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The Wiley handbook of social studies research.
SOCIAL SCIENCES -- RESEARCH. FAST (OCOLC)FST01122944.

Frontier road : power, history, and the everyday state in the Colombian Amazon.
COLOMBIA -- PUTUMAYO (DEPARTMENT) FAST (OCOLC)FST01714135.

Full Catalog Record, HA31.38eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Advances in DEA theory and applications : with extensions to forecasting models.
DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00887939.

Emerging patterns in the Southern Highlands : a reference atlas.
[Boone, N.C.] : Appalachian State University, [2017].
APPALACHIAN REGION, SOUTHERN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01864776.

Full Catalog Record, HM548eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Economic foundations for social complexity science : theory, sentiments, and empirical laws.
ECONOMICS -- SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00902213.

Full Catalog Record, HM621 .H3446 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Handbook of culture and memory.
New York : Oxford University Press, [2017].
SOCIAL SCIENCE / POPULAR CULTURE BISACSH.

Someone to talk to.
PSYCHOLOGY / SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, HM742 .S574 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Social media in Trinidad : values and visibility.
ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS -- TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO.

Full Catalog Record, HM831 .T688 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The many faces of socioeconomic change.
Urban Studies

Full Catalog Record. HT153eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Sustainable Smart Cities : Creating Spaces for Technological, Social and Business Development.
Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
URBAN ECONOMICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01162408.

Full Catalog Record. HT166eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Smart cities : foundations, principles, and applications.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / AUTOMATION BISACSH.

GERMANY -- BERLIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204829.

Full Catalog Record. HT361eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Transience and permanence in urban development.
URBANIZATION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01162722.

Full Catalog Record. HT391eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Management of the effects of coastal storms : policy, scientific and historical perspectives.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION -- PLANNING. FAST (OCOLC)FST00913381.

Videorecordings

Full Catalog Record. FMBUR DVD 02565, 3rd Floor Media Reserves.
It came from outer space.
Universal City, Calif. : Universal, {u00A9}2002.
SPACE VEHICLES -- DRAMA.
Women's Studies

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1233 .S53 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Women between submission and freedom : an interpretation of social and political misogyny.
Rotterdam : Sense Publishers, [2017].
MIDDLE EAST. FAST (OCOLC)FST01241586.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1236 .W651746 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Women's human rights : a social psychological perspective on resistance, liberation, and justice.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / POLITICAL FREEDOM & SECURITY / HUMAN RIGHTS BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1236 .R677 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Gender, politics, news : a game of three sides.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / WOMEN IN POLITICS BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1420 .L33 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Politics of the pantry : housewives, food, and consumer protest in twentieth-century America.
New York, NY, United States of America : Oxford University Press, [2017].
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

# #